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How does UV work? 
Germicidal Ultraviolet light is absorbed by the DNA of microorganisms, causing changes in their 
structure, rendering the microorganisms incapable of replicating.  A cell that can’t reproduce is 
considered dead since it is unable to multiply to infectious numbers within a host. 

Room Unit 
 

The Sterilaser™ Room 
Unit should be located in 
the center of a room, 
and target surfaces must 
be directly exposed to 
ultraviolet rays. 
♦ Remote activation   

allows safe early room 
entrance  

♦ Timer delivers exact 
required treatment 
time 

UVC Germicidal Light Disinfectant 
Machines 
 

UV-C lights are proven to kill pathogens quickly and 
effectively.  Strike back at bacteria, viruses, fungi or 
any other germ—this unit reduces surface germs by 
99.7%!  Room unit or walk-behind floor unit perfect 
for disinfecting mats and large surfaces. 

University Test Results 
Tests were conducted on the STERILASER™ by the Bio-Medical      
department of Oakland University in Rochester Michigan. The tests 
showed the STERILASER™ to be 99.7% effective. The photo shows 
the massive pathogen killing power of the STERILASER™. 

STERILASER™ Floor and Room units deliver massive doses of germicidal ultra-
violet (UVC) light to disinfect anything from hospital rooms to wrestling and gymnastic mats to 
public showers or any other large surface.  They destroy dangerous germs, bacteria and viruses 
such as: Corona ° Influenza ° Hepatitis ° STAPH ° MRSA ° E-Coli ° Salmonella ° HIV 

STERILASER™ is a “Green Technology.”  
UVC does not contribute to the development of resistant strains of microorganisms, as do other 
antimicrobials and antibiotics.  DESIGNED, MACHINED AND ASSEMBLED IN THE USA! 

Floor Unit 
 

Delivers 57,000 Micro-
watts of UVC light, killing 
99.7% of pathogens in 
less than 0.25 seconds.  
♦ Ringworm, Impetigo, 

and MRSA etc. are 
killed in one pass 

♦ When pulled at a    
normal walking pace, 
it completely sterilizes 
an entire 40’x40’ 
wrestling mat in        
4 minutes 
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Trusted technology for cleaner, safer facilities 

Determining Treatment Time for Room Sizes  
The Sterilaser™ Room Unit is intended for use in UNOCCUPIED AREAS ONLY. 

1. The Sterilaser™ Room Unit should be located in the center of the room and target surfaces 
must be directly exposed to the ultraviolet rays.  

2. Measure the longest distance from the Sterilaser™ Room Unit to the farthest object to be   
disinfected.  Use this length to compare to the distance from Fixtures / Time shown on Figure 
1 below.  If a greater dose is required, increase treatment time. 

Lamps: Room Unit  (8) 46” T5 High Output, 54w, UVC, Up to 10,000 hours  
  Floor Unit  (4) 46” T5 High Output, 54w, UVC, Up to 10,000 hours  
UV Wavelength:  254 nm 
UV Intensity per lamp: 432 uW/cm2 


